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How to use this guide

“It takes 21 days to create a habit, 90 days to create a lifestyle.”

This blueprint was developed to help you establish a clear mechanism to attract capital by
building authentic connections, genuine trust, and offering solutions to potential investors in
your network. The last step is to nurture these relationships and deliver value over time.

Initial interaction
First contact

Authentic connection
Build genuine
relationship

Highlighting expertise
Showcase experience

Real-life examples
Share case-studies

Listen & Build trust
Seek to add value

Onboarding as investor
Maintain engagement,
present opportunities

Serve as a guide
Offer your solution

The processWHY ATTRACT CAPITAL?

Connecting Authentically Roadmap:

Capital raisers need a roadmap q for
authentic connections with investors to
foster trust and credibility. 

� This systematic approach ensures
genuine and lasting relationships. N

Growing Your Investor Base:

Follow the process—initial interaction,
authentic connection, trust building,
showcasing expertise, providing real-
world examples, offering solutions, and
continuous engagement. 

Ç Watch your base flourish, allowing
you to add value and present
opportunities that resonate with your
network. «✨

Attracting private capital offers
scalability for real estate investors,
enabling strategic portfolio growth and
fostering long-term success in a
sustainable manner.



Attend industry conferences,
seminars, local meetups

Have a clear, compelling elevator pitch.
Be genuinely interested in others, ask
open-ended questions. Exchange
contact info.

Actively engage in online
communities and
professional platforms

Have strong social media presence &
showcase expertise. Initiate connections
with personalized messages. Engage
with network to establish credibility.

Leverage existing
connections for
introductions

Tips for maximizing the initial interaction with potential investors
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Why attracting capital matters?

Building trust with potential and current passive investors
is vital for capital raisers, forming a bedrock of confidence
that attracts new partners and cultivates lasting
relationships, essential for sustained success in raising
capital.

Attracting private capital empowers a capital raiser with steady, sustainable growth, fostering
trust and lasting partnerships. In contrast, chasing capital is inefficient, risking burnout and
potential harm to investor relationships due to desperation in forcing investment opportunities.

A lasting first impression

Approach

Networking
Events

Strategy

Social Media

Referrals

Directly contact potential
investors through email or
phone.

Cold Outreach

Request introductions with a clear
purpose. Express gratitude for the
referral. Highlight shared connections
and common interests.

Craft a personalized and concise
outreach message. Clearly articulate the
value proposition. Follow up respectfully
and be responsive to inquiries.

Tip - Authenticity: 

Be genuine and

transparent in your

communication

Tip - Actively Listen: 
Focus on

understanding the
prospect's needs

and goals.

Tip - ValueProposition: Clearly articulatehow youropportunity alignswith theirobjectives.

Tip - Follow-Up: Send personalizedmessageexpressingcontinued interest.



Understand
Their Goals

Build a
Relationship

Establish
Trust

Align
Interests
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Establishing an
authentic connection

Emphasizing expertise builds trust,
while aligning goals ensures
meaningful connections—essential
for capital raisers to attract and retain
valuable investors.

Showcase expertise
authentically
Actionable tips:

Provide proof: Create an online portfolio

highlighting successful projects.

Case studies: Share insights and case

studies through engaging content.

Thought leadership: Participate in industry

webinars or podcasts to demonstrate

expertise.

Align goals with
potential investors
Actionable tips:

Listen: Research investors' investment

preferences and criteria.

Communicate value: Tailor your pitch to

emphasize alignment with investors' goals.

Alignment: Clearly communicate

how your opportunities meet their

financial objectives.

Building a strong relationship lays the
foundation for meaningful connections;
discussing potential benefits as an investor
only becomes impactful when trust is
established through genuine rapport.

Building a genuine
connection

Discover their financial
aspirations and investment
objectives.

Understand Their Goals1

4 Key Steps to Authentic Engagement

Cultivate genuine
connections through shared
interests and open
communication.

Build a Relationship2

Demonstrate reliability and
credibility through
transparent interactions.

Establish Trust3

Ensure your investment
opportunities align with their
financial goals and values.

Align Interests4
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EXERCISE: HOW DO YOU BUILD RAPPORT?

How can you leverage YOUR personality to
authentically connect with investors?

NOTES
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Appreciation

Who is YOUR target audience?

What are their goals?

What are their challenges / pain points?

What interests them?

What are their investment
goals:

GENDER

AGE

INCOME

OCCUPATION

OTHER

BLOGS/WEBSITES

GROUPS/CLUBS

HOBBIES

EVENTS

OTHER

What are their objections
and/or fears?

EXERCISE: WHO IS YOUR IDEAL INVESTOR?
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Identify who you want to serve.

Tax Advantages

Equity Buildup

Cash Flow
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Transitioning to a trusted guide

Now that you’ve  authentically connected with potential investors and
understand how their goals align with your expertise, it’s time to serve
as a guide on their wealth journey!

Educational webinars
Real estate investing is an education-
based process. Use webinars to
create a network of informed,
engaged investors.

Content-rich sessions: 
Share valuable insights

Deepen investor knowledge

Personalized content
Tailored content demonstrates to your
investors you understand their unique needs
and are dedicated to their financial success.

Two very effective ways of continuing to add value is through: (1)
educational webinars, and (2) personalized content.

Interactive Q&A: 
Foster engagement

Address individual concerns

Tailored investment insights: 
Offer personalized strategies

Show commitment to success

Focused engagement: 
Fill gaps in investor knowledge

Speak directly to your tribe

NOTES: WHAT ARE SOME WAYS YOU CAN ADD
VALUE TO YOUR NETWORK?
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Use your customer relationship management (CRM) tool to
nurture your network on autopilot. Here’s an example of an
automation workflow used to segment your investor network!*

*Image from GetResponse automation builder

This workflow sample is

used to engage with your

network, and segment

your database into

accredited and non-

accredited investors.

This step allows

you to

segment/organize

you contacts by

tagging them
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Nurturing the relationship

Although there’s nothing like the tried and true face-to-face meeting, you can
leverage technology to nurture relationships at scale. One highly effective tool that
enables you to do this is called a customer relationship management (CRM) tool.

CRMs streamline relationship-building by organizing data, automating tasks, and
ensuring timely, personalized interactions, empowering you to nurture your
network.



Use This Tool to Become a  
Capital Magnet!

Elevate Your Capital Raising Strategy:

Shift the Paradigm: Move from raising capital to attracting capital
with a robust brand and strategic efforts.
Investor Magnetism: Gain investor trust and interest by consistently
showcasing your expertise and value.
Sustainable Success: By following this guide, you'll build a solid
foundation for long-term capital raising success.

Take Action!

Ready to transform your capital raising approach? Knowledge is important,
but action gets results. 

UNLOCK YOUR POTENTIAL

Schedule a chat to explore how our
resources can supercharge your
capital-raising and deal-closing
prowess.

Ready to transform your
investment game?

Click Here or Scan QR Code
to Book a Discovery Call!

By implementing the strategies outlined in this guide, you're not just
acquiring information; you're unlocking the power to reshape your capital-
raising journey.

Take these steps with purpose, and witness the tangible impact on your
success in attracting capital.

https://calendly.com/birch-prosper/brandon-jenkins-discovery-call
https://calendly.com/birch-prosper/brandon-jenkins-discovery-call

